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Top 21 Nursing School Interview Questions
1)What is the smallest gland in our human body and its various 

functions?

2)What do you mean by islets of langerhans? What are its various 
cells and their primary functions?

3)What are the various vestigial organs in our human body?

4)What happens to our body when there is hypo-secretion of anti-
diuretic hormone?

5)Explain the first step of cellular respiration in brief.

6)Can you share the breakup of vertebral column possessed by 
humans?

7)Name any five famous bones of human body.

8)Please tell me everything you know about the thyroid glands.

9)What are the three steps performed by the human kidney? 
Explain each one of them in brief.

10)What are the three types of bone cells?

11)What are the various substances released on the break-down of
amino acids and nucleic acids?

12)Students dream a lot about their alma mater. How does your 
dream nursing school look like?

13)Describe yourself in a single word.
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14)Our legacy has been setup on the basis of quality education that
we provide to our students. How do you interpret the term 
“quality”?

15)We have adopted a comprehensive syllabus wherein you will be
required to perform several researches, practicals, medical 
investigations, prepare for theoeretical examinations, etc. How 
do you prioritize?

16)There are several nursing schools that impart quality education 
like us. Why you chose us as your alma mater?

17)Our exams are widely recognized as conceptual and tough 
across the medical fraternity. We also have a low passing 
percentage. How do you cope with failure?

18)As a nursing student, you need to be consistent, energetic and 
dedicated as we have a deep syllabus. When performed 
regularly, this might lead to stress. How do you manage this?

19)What are your strengths and weaknesses?

20)What motivates you to study medicine as a profession?

21)Do you have any questions for us?

Source and more details: https://prepmycareer.Com/nursing-school-
interview-questions/
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